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COLLABORATIVE ROBOTS

About Us
Founded in 2016, MegaRobo Technologies Co., Ltd, a national high-tech enterprise, specializes in research and development of collaborative robots and artiﬁcial intelligence technology, providing ﬂexible and practical automation solutions for life sciences, intelligent
retailing and lightweight manufacturing. The company, boasting nearly a hundred of professional employees, is headquartered in Beijing
and has many other institutions including Xi'an R&D Center, American R&D Center, Shenzhen and European Sales Oﬃces, Suzhou and
Changzhou wholly-owned subsidiaries.

MegaRobo German Oﬃce
MegaRobo Technologies Co., Ltd.
(Headquarters in Beijing)

MegaRobo Intelligent Manufacturing
Technologies (Suzhou) Co., Ltd.

MegaRobo Intelligent Control
Technologies (Changzhou) Co., Ltd.

MegaRobo USA
AI R&D Center

MegaRobo
Shenzhen Oﬃce
MegaRobo Xi’an
R&D Center

Continuously driven by independent research and development technology
innovation, MegaRobo has accumulated a number of core technologies with
world competitiveness and applied for more than 60 invention patents. It has
a R&D team which is led by Ph.D. students from Xi'an Jiaotong University and
Tsinghua University and whose core R&D personnel have not only a master's
degree or above from famous universities but also ten years of experience in
developing motion control and automation equipment, and have, at the same
time, been jointly building robotics laboratories with Beijing Jiaotong University and Xidian University. The laboratory has now built a product line system
that has begun to take shape and has been mass-produced by the world's
top 500 OEM enterprises.

And MegaRobo's self-developed collaborative robots have been widely used and
recognized in biomedicine, life science laboratory automation, lightweight industrial manufacturing and unmanned retailing due to its advantages of safety, ease of
use and easy expansion. In addition, MegaRobo has creatively endowed collaborative robots with the capability of collecting industrial big data, and on this basis,
continuously provides innovative value-added services for customers. MegaRobo
has passed ISO9001 quality management system certiﬁcation and set up stringent
production standards and factory testing to ensure product quality.
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MRX-T4 Collaborative Robot
MRX-T4 refers to the lightweight collaborative robot series
products developed independently by MegaRobo Technologies
Co., Ltd. It is characterized by high precision, safety, reliability,
ease of use, and ﬂexible operation. It can be widely used in
electronic assembly, disassembly, packaging, clothing, shoemaking, food processing, laboratory sample pretreatment and other
many production processes of various industries. Besides, it can
complete dirty, tiring, dangerous, repeated and low-value-added
work, collaborate with people, free human hands, and let people
do more high-value-added work.

1.Peoduct Features
Safe and reliable
Simple and easy to use
Flexible operation
Multi-machine interconnection
Short investment return period

2.Product Speciﬁcation
Model

MRX-T4

DOF

4

Maximum load

≤3kg

Repeated positioning precision

±0.05mm

End linear speed

500mm/s

Dead weight

15kg

Working radius

504mm

Base mounting dimension

φ140mm, mounting hole 8-φ6/45° (equispaced)

Axis range of motion

J1: ±170°

J2: -85°~20°

J3: -50°~90°

Maximum speed of each axis

180°/s

Installation

Desktop

Software

MCT/MegaRobo Studio/MegaRobo Tutor

Communication interface

CAN, USB/WiFi/LAN

Power supply

100~240V, 50/60Hz

Power consumption

240W under normal conditions

Operating temperature

10°C-45°C

Storage temperature

-10°C-60°C

J4: ±180°

MRX-T4 Collaborative Robot
3.Workspace Schematic

4.Typical Application Scenario
Work piece picking and placement, product assembly
Free manpower: Free people from repeated and dull works with bad environment
Improve quality: Precisely preset repeated operations to improve product consistency
Easy to use: Master how to use within 3h and change line after 1h
Flexible operation: 6 DOF as ﬂexible as human arms
Laboratory sample pretreatment
Save time: Save 60% of time of laboratory personnel
Save costs: Reduce human errors, increase the success rate of experiments and save experimental costs
Guarantee safety: Replace laboratory personnel to analyze dangerous samples to guarantee personal safety. For example:
corrosive and toxic samples and samples with infectious source of the disease
Cocktail-making robot
Liberate human beings: Economize the human cost of bartender
Convenient maintenance: Just simply prepare before business
Safe and reliable: Robots work in the closed and transparent space, safe and reliable
Dazzling appearance: Without change of the layout of the customer bar, it can be well integrated into various bar environments
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Planar Surface Gantry Robot
MRX-H2 planar surface gantry robot, large span, high speed, precise plane motion control solution.

1.Peoduct Features
Large span, ﬂat structure, solve the ﬂat space large span XY plane motion
Encoder feedback to form a full digital closed-loop control to ensure high precision at high speed
High speed and large torque stepper motor is customized to achieve strong maneuverability
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Planar Surface Gantry Robot
2.Product speciﬁcation
Model

MRX-H2-M

Guide rail

Guide rail with recirculating ball bearing

X-axis

355mm (customizable)

Y-axis

380mm (customizable)

Stroke

Rated load for
maximum dynamic response

Repeated precision

Installation method

5kg

±0.05mm

Horizontal installation (recommend),
please consult the customer service staﬀ for other installation methods

Control and drive

Full closed-loop control, built-in control system

Maximum speed

1m/s

Maximum acceleration

10m/s 2

lifespan

3500km

Weight

9kg

Power

Less than 200W

Operating environment

Operating temperature: 10°C-45°C,
storage temperature: -10°C-60°C, relative humidity 20%RH-80%RH

3.Typical application
Lightweight industrial manufacturing line (3C manufacturing, widget assembly), automatic screw locking machine, 3D printing, chip transplanting and so on.
Automatic processing of laboratory samples (including sample preparation, pipetting, automatic screw cap).
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MRZ-04 Small Overspeed Robot
MRZ-04, is a small, ultra-fast robot with high speed, high precision and simple construction.

1.Product features
High speed
High precision
Simple structure
Wide working range
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MRZ-04 Small Overspeed Robot
2.Product speciﬁcations
Model

MRZ-04

Structure

Joint type

DOF

6

Drive mode

AC servo mode

Rated load

Wrist 4kg

Axis 1

Axis 2

Axis 3

Axis 4

Axis 5

Axis 6

Range of motion of each axis

±170°

-145°~90°

-125°~280°

±190°

±120°

±360°

Maximum speed of each axis

480°/s

460°/s

520°/s

560°/s

560°/s

900°/s

Static load torque allowed on the wrist

8.86N·m

8.86N·m

4.9N·m

Maximum moment of inertia allowed on the wrist

0.2kg·m 2

0.2kg·m 2

0.07kg·m 2

Repeated positioning accuracy

±0.02mm

Maximum working radius

541mm

Air piping

φ6×2

Application signal wire

10-core

Setting methods

Floor-standing / wall-mounted / tilting / suspended
Operating temperature: 0°C-45°C

Operating environment

Relative humidity 20%RH-85%RH (No condensation)
Vibration value of the mounting surface: Below 0.5G (4.9m/s 2)

Environment resistance

Correspond to IP40 (IP67 speciﬁcation: options)

Cleanliness

According to ISO 14644-1 CLASS 4

Noise level

70dB

Dead weight

26kg

3.Typical application
Applied in industrial manufacturing scenarios such as assembly, handling and welding.
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MRZ-12 Multi-purpose Intelligent Compact Robot
MRZ-12 is a multi-purpose intelligent compact robot with high speed, high precision and simple construction.

1.Product features
High speed
High precision
Simple structure
Wide working range
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MRZ-12 Multi-purpose Intelligent Compact Robot
2.Product speciﬁcations
Model

MRZ-12

Structure

Joint type

DOF

6

Drive mode

AC servo mode

Rated load

Wrist 12kg

Axis 1

Axis 2

Axis 3

Axis 4

Axis 5

Axis 6

Range of motion of each axis

±170°

-160°~90°

-147°~210°

±190°

±140°

±360°

Maximum speed of each axis

260°/s

230°/s

260°/s

470°/s

470°/s

700°/s

Static load torque allowed on the wrist

25N·m

25N·m

9.8N·m

Maximum moment of inertia allowed on the wrist

0.7kg·m 2

0.7kg·m 2

0.2kg·m 2

Repeated positioning accuracy

±0.04mm

Maximum working radius

1454mm

Air piping

φ6×2, φ8×1

Application signal wire

24-core (Including optional valve special)

Setting methods

Floor-standing/ tilting/ suspended
Operating temperature: 0°C-45°C

Operating environment

Relative humidity 20%RH-85%RH (No condensation)
Vibration value of the mounting surface: Below 0.5G (4.9m/s 2)

Environment resistance

Correspond to IP67 (dust prevention, antidrip)

Cleanliness

According to ISO 14644-1 CLASS 4

Noise level

70dB

Dead weight

150kg

3.Typical application
Applied in industrial manufacturing scenarios such as welding and assembly.
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MCT(MegaRobo Conﬁguration Tool)
MCT, MegaRobo's conﬁguration tool, enables quick conﬁguration of MRX-H2 plane gantry robot and is easy to use and operate and
can visualize complex motion control, thereby enhancing user experience and reducing learning costs.

Functions:
Motion control supports two modes of single step and jump
Trajectory planning function
Real-timemonitoring
Journal output

MegaRobo Configuration Tool
MCT can realize the rapid configuration of MRX-H2 planar gantry robot. It is
simple to use and easy to operate. It visualizes complex motion control,
improves user experience and reduces learning cost.
Voltage monitoring

Frequency monitoring
60%
45%

Output monitoring
MCT can realize the rapid
configuration of MRX-H2 planar
gantry robot. It is simple to use
and cost.
MCT can realize the rapid configuration of MRX-H2 planar gantry
robot. It is simple to use and easy to operate. It visualizes complex
motion control, improves user experience and reduces learning cost.
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MROS(MegaRobo Robot Operating System)
The MROS operating system is customized deeply based on ROS, which can be used to calculate and plan the motion trajectory of the
collaborative robot, and calculate the motion of the collaborative robot in real time to the equation of motion of each joint motor, thus,
establish interactive link between human and collaborative robots.

Machine vision feedback
Identify the image captured by the camera and convert into the action of the collaborative robot.

Voice command control
Users can control collaborative robots through voice commands.

Remote sync demonstration
Use a mobile phone or peripheral device with a 6-axis acceleration sensor to control collaborative robot in real time.
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